San Jose State University / Geography  
GEOG 12-81 (27245), Global Geography, Fall 2017 Online Course – this course will be totally ran on the Canvas System

**Contact Information**

**Instructor:** Dr. Thomas M. Orf; PhD – University of Kentucky  
**Office Location:** WSQ 111A  
**Telephone:** 408-924-5476  
**Email:** [thomas.orf@sjsu.edu](mailto:thomas.orf@sjsu.edu)

It is easier to get me via email than by phone, but you are free to leave messages either way. I check my email on a daily basis.

**Office Hours:** No Office Hours Spring Semester, inquiries are made via email.  
**Class Days/Time:** Online  
**Classroom:** Online through Canvas  
**GE/SJSU Studies Category:** Social Science – Comparative Systems – D2

**Online course:** This class is totally administered online through the Canvas system. You need access to canvas as well as the internet. You must also have access to google earth.
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Catalog Description: Comparative geography of our world: regions and countries, natural environments and resources, settlements and land use, cultural diversity, economic and political patterns. Prerequisite: Sophomore or upper division standing.

COURSE GOALS AND LEARNING OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this class is to provide a framework for understanding the world from a geographic perspective. Readings and lectures will focus on three related themes. The first is location and explanation of key elements in the world’s physical and human geography. Physical geography includes the geophysical and biological processes that give character to the world's natural environments. Human geography includes all those processes and materials people use to build a world for themselves and to distinguish themselves in groups. This includes economic, social, and political issues, particularly as these effect land use, settlement, and the organization of space.

The second theme of the course is assessing the impacts of people, families, communities, and their institutions on natural environments from local, regional and global perspectives. And the third theme is gaining an understanding of the diversity of economic development on a local, national and regional basis. Lectures will often be directed toward contemporary events and effect the world geography as a whole.

The main focus of this class will be to examine the world regionally. This means that we will focus on different areas of the world one at a time instead of dealing with the world as a whole. The reason for this regional approach is due to the huge diversity that exists globally both physically and culturally.

GE LEARNING OUTCOMES (GELOs)

Upon successful completion of the course, students shall be able to identify and analyze the social dimension of society as a context for human life, the processes of social change and social continuity, the role of human agency in those social processes, and the forces that engender social cohesion and fragmentation. Students will be able to:

GELO 1: place contemporary developments in cultural, historical, environmental, and spatial contexts; (this will be achieved by successfully completing the Google earth assignments as well as the individual assignments for each chapter).

GELO 2: identify the dynamics of ethnic, cultural, gender/sexual, age-based, class, regional, national, transnational, and global identities and the similarities, differences, linkages, and interactions between them; (this will be achieved by successfully completing the Google earth assignments as well as the individual assignments for each chapter). and

GELO 3: evaluate social science information, draw on different points of view, and formulate applications appropriate to contemporary social issues; (this will be achieved by successfully completing the individual assignments for each chapter).
GELO 4: compare and contrast two or more ethnic groups, cultures, regions, nations, or social systems. (this will be achieved by successfully completing the Google earth assignments as well as the individual assignments for each chapter).

COURSE LEARNING OUTCOMES (CLOs):

1) To describe the physical characteristics of the world by use of a regional approach.
2) To describe the cultural characteristics of the world by use of a regional approach.
3) To differentiate the economic, social, and other cultural characteristics that occurs across different places of the world
4) To discuss current events as they pertain to the Global Geography.

My overall goal for you is for you to get a better appreciation of Geography of different countries across the world both culturally and physically.

TEXTBOOK:

The text for the course is “World Regional Geography” 6th edition by Pulsipher et al (2014), Freeman, Publishers. ISBN: 978-1-4641-1070-2. This is the latest edition of the textbook. Since this is an online course and most of the information will come from the textbook, it is VITAL that you have this edition and you have the book by the first day of class.

Students will also need access to Google Earth, which offers satellite and air photo views of much of the world. You can download Google earth on to your home computer from the following link.

http://www.google.com/earth/index.html

The course will be totally taught via Canvas. Please start by logging onto the system and following the steps under the getting started announcement.

CLASS REQUIREMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS (WITH DEADLINES)

Assignments and quizzes are listed as follows on the following chart (Each will be explained after this chart):
## Course Outline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Activities / Assignments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 22</td>
<td>Class Begins; Read Greensheet and information on Canvas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 29 – Feb. 2</td>
<td>What is Geography discussion board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 5</td>
<td>Chapter One Questions Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 5</td>
<td>First Google Earth Assignment Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 5-6</td>
<td>Chapter One Quiz Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 19</td>
<td>Chapter Two Questions Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 19</td>
<td>Appalachia Culture Paper Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 19-20</td>
<td>Chapter Two Quiz Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 26</td>
<td>Chapter Three Questions Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 26</td>
<td>Rio De Janeiro Google Earth Assignment Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 26</td>
<td>Machu Picchu Google Earth Assignment Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 26-27</td>
<td>Chapter 3 Quiz Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 5</td>
<td>Chapter 4 questions due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 5</td>
<td>Europe Google Earth Assignment Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 5-6</td>
<td>Chapter 4 Quiz Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 12</td>
<td>Chapter 5 Questions Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 12</td>
<td>Russia Google Earth Assignment Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 12-13</td>
<td>Chapter 5 Quiz Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 19-23</td>
<td>Global War on Terror Discussion Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 2</td>
<td>Israel Google Earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 2</td>
<td>Chapter 6 Questions Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 2-3</td>
<td>Chapter 6 Quiz Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 9</td>
<td>Chapter 7 Questions Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 9</td>
<td>Africa Google Earth Assignment Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 9-10</td>
<td>Chapter 7 Quiz Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 16</td>
<td>Chapter 8 Questions Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 16</td>
<td>India Google Earth Assignment Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 16-17</td>
<td>Chapter 8 Quiz Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 30</td>
<td>Chapter 9 Questions Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 30</td>
<td>North Korea Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 30</td>
<td>East Asia Google Earth Assignment Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 30 – May 1</td>
<td>Chapter 9 Quiz Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 7</td>
<td>Chapter 10 Questions Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 7</td>
<td>Southeast Asia Google Earth Assignment Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 7-8</td>
<td>Chapter 10 Quiz Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 16</td>
<td>Chapter 11 Questions Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 16</td>
<td>Outback Google Earth Assignment Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 16-17</td>
<td>Chapter 11 Quiz Available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Evaluation will be made by total points from all the assignments and quizzes listed above. The total number of points for the course is 630 points. Thus, the grades will be divided as follows:

567-630 pts. – A
504-566 pts. – B
441-503 pts. – C
378-440 pts. – D
0 – 377 pts. - F

I do not do plus or minus grades, just the regular A, B, C, D, or F.

The assignments will be listed in Canvas under the content areas. These assignments must be completed by the due date and submitted through Canvas. They may be turned in late, but there will be a 5 point deduction for critical thinking HW assignments and a 10 point deduction for Google earth assignments, the Appalachian and the North Korea paper for every day they are late. Late assignments will not be able to be submitted via Canvas but by email. All files must be submitted in word or as an rtf file or Pdf file. There are critical thinking chapter questions that are found at the end of the chapters (These are linked to all four of the GELO outcomes as discussed earlier). Those questions with answers are to be typed and submitted by the deadline to Canvas. The questions are short answer essay. Be very careful though that these questions are not necessarily the ones you will get on the quizzes.

The Google Earth assignments will have you plan a trip using Google Earth (These are linked to GELOs 1, 2, and 4 listed above). What will happen is I will give you a highway within a country, or a city or landform which I have selected in advance that you have to follow. You will give me a trip of what to expect along the way similar to what you would do if you would be planning a trip across our country. I want you to use Google Earth to complete these assignments although you may use other sources in addition. In the end, a one or two-page narrative of what would happen along this trip is the requirement for each of these assignments. Include photos as well would be a major plus. These assignments will be discussed in more detail later on in this green sheet.

The other paper assignments given (Appalachia paper and North Korea – linked to GELO 3 listed above) will be one or two-page narrative which will be opinions based on information presented in the unit (which includes a video for the Appalachia paper). In addition, there are two discussion boards in which you will be given a topic that is controversial and you will be asked to take a stand and use facts to back up your stand. Again, more details will be given in the contents sections of Canvas.
There is one extra credit assignment. It is found within the last Google Earth Assignment (Australia). For clarification, the Australia google earth assignment is required, but there is an extra credit part which you can do or not do in addition to the regular assignment.

Here is a list of “out of bounds” things that will result in a zero on any assignment or quiz.

1) Cut and paste anything for your assignments from other people or the Internet. All the work must be your own. Using cut and paste is considered cheating.
2) Having someone else take your exam or quiz or turn in your assignment
3) Totally missing a quiz
4) Plagiarism of any type

Forgetting to turn in any assignment is also not advised.

CLASSROOM PROTOCOL

Policies: 1. Students must turn in all assignments and take quizzes on the date assigned. No make-ups will be given unless you are in a hospital long term, on jury duty or have military deployment. Late assignments can be turned in late in a 5 point deduction per day for the critical thinking questions or 10 points per day for the Google earth assignments, Appalachian and North Korea paper.

2. Extra credit is only given on the last Google earth assignment.

3. Cheating will not be tolerated. Such action will result in a zero on that particular assignment or exam and possible further disciplinary action.

4. If you are having trouble with a concept or class procedure, please make every effort to contact me via email or phone. Also, please let me know of any special accommodations that may be required.

UNIVERSITY POLICIES

“University Policies: Office of Graduate and Undergraduate Programs maintains university-wide policy information relevant to all courses, such as academic integrity, accommodations, etc.” You may find all syllabus related University Policies and resources information listed on GUP’s Syllabus Information web page at http://www.sjsu.edu/gup/syllabusinfo
DETAIL DESCRIPTIONS OF GOOGLE EARTH ASSIGNMENTS

1. First Google earth assignment:

First Google Earth Assignment

This assignment must be turned in no later than Feb. 5. Cut and paste this document when returning this work in Canvas. Submit by uploading the document.

This assignment is to get you used to using Google earth. If you have not done so and are using your own computer, download the free version of google earth, you can do that from http://www.google.com/earth/index.html

Due to copyright laws, the college cannot download Google earth onto their own computers, thus this assignment will have to be done on your home computer. Like I said, the program is free so it will not cost you money. However, using an old computer will be a problem using this software (should have at least windows XP or newer if not using an apple; computers less than 5 years old should be ok).

Now that you have downloaded the program, go watch several tutorials at: http://www.google.com/earth/learn/

Under the column learn, you can see several showcases that will help you navigate through the program. Look at some of these showcases and use these to help you learn the program.

After you have watched the tutorials, we are going to do a few simple things similar to the video you just saw. I am purposely picking an area of the USA where most of you are not familiar with, so I picked the area of eastern Kentucky and Tennessee.

NOTE: EVERY TIME YOU SEE AN ASTERISK, YOU WILL NEED TO TYPE SOMETHING ON THIS FORM TO TURN IN FOR CREDIT.

1. Open Google Earth. In the search box in the upper left hand corner, type Pigeon Forge, Tennessee (In the box where is says fly to in the newer versions of Google earth, in the older versions, it is just the box in the upper left hand corner). Watch as the globe moves around to where you see the city.

2. You want to make sure you are at about 50555 feet. In the lower right hand corner of the screen, you will notice the figure that says how high you are (it should say 50555 feet or about 9.57 miles). You can change miles to kilometers by using the tools button and then click options). Please find that number (miles or kilometers). That is the distance you are away from the surface. In other words, this is how far above the ground you are looking. By using the mouse, you can adjust the elevation you are looking at just by scrolling in and out.
3. You will see several little blue squares all over that map. Those are different photos of the city that people have taken and put into Google Earth. In my opinion, this is one of the best features of Google earth in that it lets you see different places and what they look like. Be careful though in that don’t totally take all the photos as 100 percent accurate as far as location. People select where to put these photos so the person putting this photo online could have had the wrong location; I have seen that many times.

4. Also, you will see symbols (flags, buildings, churches, people, etc). They are all different colors and represent different building, stadiums, colleges, high schools, etc through the city. If you click on them, you will find important information. For example, in the center of the page, you will notice the words in white print, Pigeon Forge. To the northwest of that you will notice a brown icon that when you click on it says “Hollywood Wax Museum” If you can’t find this, you can always do a search to find it. Click on that icon and see what information comes up. In addition to the information gained from the icon, Google the term “Hollywood Wax Museum in Pigeon Forge” and see what comes up. Give that information here under the asterisks. YOU WILL NEED TO DO THIS EXERCISE QUITE OFTEN ON MOST OF THE GOOGLE EARTH ASSIGNMENTS.

*** (remember asterisks means you have to type a response here)

Due northeast of the words Pigeon Forge” is Dollywood and a green icon. Click on that and Google the term and give the results of what this is in the asterisk below.

***
5. In Google Earth, you can find locations and mark them. You can also zoom in and out to different distances. Notice again that in the lower right hand corner, you are about 22,000 feet high. In the search box, type “Dollywood”. You will notice that number at the lower right hand corner is getting smaller and you are getting closer to the surface. What is the distance above the ground now? Also, what is happening to the detail on the map? Type that response below.

***

6. Let’s get even closer. To the right hand side of the screen, you will see a tool that almost looks like an elevator or a thermometer with a + (zoom in) on the top and a – (zoom out) on the bottom. That is the zoom in and out button. Go ahead and zoom in to around 2000 feet or so or so, give or take 50 feet (as you can read on the bottom right hand side of the screen). Now you see a full detailed view of the parking lot of Dollywood. Put your cursor to the middle of the page. It looks like a hand. This enables you to move the screen. With your hand (cursor), I want you to move to the north to the other side of the parking lot. You will notice a water park. In the middle of the water park, you will notice a picture for “Waterslide, Dolly’s Splash County” Click on the photo and examine it. Download it and include it here as well as a discussion.

***

7. Now go south of the parking lot about a quarter of a mile and you will find the regular Dollywood. You will see a huge roller coaster as well as other rides. Click on a few photographs and describe what you see here in this location

***
8. You can mark this location. On the top of the screen, you will see a little thumb tack. Mark the location of the big roller coaster. Name this location “Dollywood” and mark it.

9. I am not sure if you noticed from this photo, but this location does not look very flat on the map. In fact, it is not. You are on a pretty big hill, but the question is what does it look like if you were standing there? Zoom in to about 1000 feet. Then with the tool at the top of the screen on the right that has an N on it and what looks like an eye in the center, you can use that key to look horizontally across the sky. The arrow up will let you look across and then you can use either the left or right key to pan left and right. Use those keys and describe what the topography (land) looks like in all directions from the park. At any time you can click on photographs to see what this area actually looks like. Give your description here.

***

10. Notice the sun at the top of the screen. You can change the time of day and what it looks like. Practice doing that by clicking on that sun and give your description here.

11. Another interesting feature is street view. To the right just above the zoom in /out icon is a brown symbol that says street view. Click on that symbol and drag it over the the blue highlighted streets and you will get an actual view of the city. From here you can scroll along the highway and it will look identical to what you
would see if you were driving. Follow along the road for about a mile or so and
give your description here.

***

12. Here is another interesting fact about Google Earth. The satellite images you are
seeing are not live. They are about 1-2 years old and as you can see, they can be
detailed. We are not allowed by the government to see current live and very close
images but the technology does exist for us to see live shots down to where you
can see a dog playing in a front yard. It opens up some interesting debates if the
government ever lets use that technology. For example, could you imagine if you
lived in what you thought was an isolated house with no neighbors and you
decided to walk outside in the morning to get the paper and you decided to walk
out in the nude because you are still tired and don’t feel like putting on any
clothes but why worry, you have no neighbors and no one could be watching?
Want to bet? We can’t do it, but the technology does exist and someone,
somewhere, maybe from the government could be watching you. Boy, this could
open up interesting scenarios. You could watch your children from a distance.
You could keep your eye on your boyfriend when he says he is going out with his
friends, etc. And guess what, this could be considered not an invasion of privacy,
because you are being seen in the public domain. How do you feel about the
possibility of seeing this type of data, similar to Google Earth, but live and very
detailed. Put your response here.

***
13. There are more fun features of Google earth that you need to know. Go to the website:

http://earth.google.com/support/bin/static.py?page=guide_toc.cs

You can see many of the more features Google Earth can do. I want you to read (at a minimum) the getting started and finding places and getting directions icons. These will help you get familiar with the program. You can also view others if you wish. Open up Google Earth and practice using some of these commands on any location of your choosing. One of the most interesting is the 3D images that you find at very popular locations. Give me a one or two paragraph response to your experience trying several of the commands. Type your response here.

***

14. After that, then you are ready to handle a tougher assignment, the last one for this unit. I want you to open another program while you are using Google Earth. This program is called “Google Maps” which I am sure many of you have used before. Go to:

http://maps.google.com/

From there, find where I used to live, Prestonsburg, KY. You need to look at the map and not the satellite image from Google Map. Type Prestonsburg, KY in the search box. You will notice the major highway that runs through the town is US 23. This program works very similar to Google Earth in that you can use the hand to go east, west, north, south, etc. Use your hand to go to the north on US 23 and follow it until it merges with I-64 near the Ohio border.

Ok, now open Google Earth (while keeping Google Map open in another window) and go to Prestonsburg, KY.

Another way you can open Google maps is right in Google earth. At the top of the page in Google earth, the last icon to the right is “View in Google Maps”. Go ahead and click on it and you can see the same thing. You can use whichever is easier for you.
Ok, here is the main part of your assignment. THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF THE ASSIGNMENT AND WORTH THE MAJORITY OF POINTS.

What I want you to do is with Google Map and Google Earth, follow Prestonsburg, KY to Interstate 64 near the Ohio border (this is a region you will be seeing a video on for a future assignment in this course). Using the features of Google Earth, describe the scenery, elevation, vegetation, etc, urban items, etc. between the two places. In other words, in two – three paragraphs, describe the trip between the two places. I want you to explain what the trip will look like as you go north on US 23? Answer the following questions? Is it all urban? Is it flat? What open areas exist if any? Look at some of the photos you see along the way? Do you pass by anything interesting? You can cut and paste photographs from Google Earth and include them in your discussion if you wish. MAKE SURE YOU GIVE DETAILS, DON’T JUST SAY THERE IS NOTHING THERE AND IT IS HILLY THE WHOLE WAY.

In the future, you will be doing similar Google Earth driving experiences in foreign countries, so this is a good way to start. Write your road trip from Prestonsburg to I-64 here. Download some photos and include them as well (you can cut and paste these from Google earth and save them into your document, however, you should save as jpeg files or they will be too large for the file.)

*** (remember, this answer must be several paragraphs and detailed and the bulk of your points will come from this response)
Ok, you are now finished. You will be using Google earth quite a bit for the semester. You will be exploring around different parts of the world, but you will also go on virtual trips as well. The better your imagination as well as exploring techniques with this program are, the more you will like the assignments. Good luck.

2. Rio Google Earth Assignment

For your next Google earth assignment, I have chosen my favorite city in the world, Rio De Janeiro. This Google earth assignment will be different than your first one where you just followed a highway. This one I want you to just explore around the city. I want you to do a 3 day trip to the city. Include trips to the beaches of Copacabana, Sugarloaf mountain, Impanema Beach, the Christ Statue and even places away from the city (think of a day trip to Ouro Preto 200 miles to the north or a short one hour flight to Iguassu Falls - seen in the recent Indiana Jones movie from two years ago). In a 3-4 page summary including pictures (you can download the photos you click on by right clicking on the photo and then saving them; it is best to save them as jpeg files, they take up the least amount of space), and tell me the wonders of Rio including the nightlife. You can even go down there during Carnaval (which means you may want to Google that term to see what it is and if you would like it)! Since this is a 3 day trip, I want you to find restaurants for dinner and tell you where you ate and what you had for dinner (this obviously means that you have to find a restaurant from Google earth, Google them for their menu, etc. Consider this a virtual trip. You can even add stories to this trip such as "guess what happened when I was on the beach".

The best way to do this is just explore with Google earth all around the city. Click on photos as well as information keys like you did in the first assignment. By clicking around, you will find restaurants, hotels, etc. Once you find the hotels, then you can go to their website to look at menus, rooms, etc. Do the same for restaurants. Thus, you definitely want to use more than Google earth. The way I want you to report this is to say Day 1 you did this, went to eat here, visited, this, etc. Day 2 . . . and then Day 3. Have fun.

When you submit the assignment, if you photos make the assignment too large, then condense them and send them separately as an email to me. You can also do that as a zip file.
3. Machu Picchu Google Earth Assignment

First type Machu Picchu Peru from the Google earth startup page and then go there. Zoom in to about 10,000 feet. Scroll around the get a feel of the land. Do a 360 degree turn with the directional key at the top right of the page to get a layout of the land. To the west of Machu Picchu is the Urabamba river, go to it and click on photos. Ok, now describe what you see here. Go to Wikipedia and type Machu Picchu and give me a little description of these ruins (what are they, who lived here, etc). Remember, don’t just copy and paste, please use your own words. Use some of the photos from Google earth to describe this trip. Don’t forget to describe what the topography (landforms) of the area are like? Would you like to go hiking here or just explore?

Ok, now type Cuzco, Peru (or Cusco as is spelled in Peru) . This is the closest city to Machu Picchu. Most people get to Machu Picchu by train from Cuzco. See if you can find that train and describe it (no hints here, just find it, you will if you look good enough in the city). Also, describe the city, what is there, what it is like, etc. Follow the train to the town of Urabamba and the then follow the river to Machu Picchu (you may want to use google maps to help with this).

Give a one page (text) description of the above items including the trip from Cuzco to Machu Picchu and include some photos in addition to the one page. Like the Rio assignment, if the photos make your file too large, then send them condensed via email as a separate file or as a zip file.

Have fun

4. Europe Google Earth

Here is your Google earth assignment for Europe. Take a trip through Paris for a three day trip. Start at the Eiffel Tower and go through the city on a WALKING tour. You definitely want to use Google earth to see the photos along the way. In other words, you are going to go from place A to place B either by walking or possibly driving. Eventually, you may want to use the subway to go farther out in the city (this means you will probably need to download a copy of the subway system for Paris): you can download a subway map at:

http://www.aparisguide.com/maps/metro.htm

Tell me the places you will visit day 1, day 2 and day 3. If you want to do a side trip out of the cities limit one of those days (like to the palace of Versaille) you can do that, but tell me how you are going to get there (be specific, don’t just say I am going to drive or take the train: what road, what train). Also, you must eat, find some restaurants to stop at. You can go to a restaurant guide at:

http://www.franceway.com/paris-restaurants/

However, know where these restaurants are. They obviously must be close to where you are. Look at the menus online to see what you would order. Nightlife? Same thing.
Like before, include photos of where you are going. This is a virtual trip.

Enjoy and let me know what you personally think of Paris.

5. **Russia Google Earth**

For your Google earth assignment, I want you to take one of the following Russian cities and write a 3-4 page summary of things about the city which you can find from Google earth. Do not use any other source beyond Google earth to scroll around the city and find things. Include 3-4 different photographs about the city (included in the 3-4 page summary). What I want you to do is just explore the city, go around from one end to the other and see what you find. Include discussion of cultural characteristics as well as physical characteristics such as climate and landscape. Also include economic characteristics. What kind of things would you like to see in this city if you were to visit it? The idea of this assignment is to let me know what this particular city is all about. Once you found interesting things via Google earth, then you can use Google or something else to find out about important information. However, use Google earth as your primary research mode. I don’t want to see your paper have nothing but what you would find from Wikipedia or some other sources.

Select one of the following cities:

1) Vladivostok

2) Novosibirsk

3) Murmansk

4) Yakutsk

6. **Israel Google Earth**

This Google earth assignment is different than the ones you have just done. This is going to be a road trip between Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, Israel. In Google earth, type Tel Aviv in the search "Fly to" command. This will take you to Tel Aviv. Make sure you are about 19.39 miles high (lower right hand corner). Scroll in to about 19,000 feet or so. In the lower left of the screen, you will see the words "Tel Aviv, Israel". To the Southeast of those words (about a third of the way down the screen, you will notice a brown box that says "Ha-Hagana Railway Station – you can also just type the railway station in the search box). Right below that sign you will see a highway going to the southeast. This is the main highway that goes from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. In fact, you can click on a photo just southeast of the train station on that road that says "Road to Jerusalem". Ok, now I would zoom in to about 10,000 feet and then follow that road to Jerusalem. You may want to open Google maps to follow along. This is identical to the assignment you had with eastern Kentucky. Ok, here is what I want you to do. Describe the trip and then describe Jerusalem once you arrive in the city. Give me both physical and cultural characteristics along the way. I want to know what you run into along the way (the more detailed the better). Also, show how the geography of Jerusalem is affected by basically who is "there" in that part of the city. You may want to Google
or Wikipedia Jerusalem to get a better idea what you are looking at. This is not that long of a trip but there is a lot to see along the way and once you arrive. As a hint, there are a lot of political items to note which you can see in your book (examine how Jerusalem is divided via ethnic and religious terms). Photos are, of course, required.

Have fun

7. **Africa Google Earth**

Your Google earth assignment is as follows:

Pick one of the following cities and give me the geographic characteristics about that city. Show me the business district, the residential neighborhoods (rich and poor) and some important buildings, transportation systems etc. This is not a tourism assignment but more of an assignment in which this is what you would expect to find if you moved to this city. This should be a 3-4 page paper with several pictures to help with your discussion. Your choices are:

Nairobi, Kenya

Capetown, South Africa

Lagos, Nigeria

8. **India Google Earth**

For this Google Earth Assignment, I want you to take a trip from Delhi to Agra, then to Jaipur and back to Delhi, India. Include some of the tourist and religious places you see along the way as well as old historic buildings. There are items in each of these cities plus the city of Mathura along the way from Delhi to Agra. Hint: Some of these buildings you have heard of before but I am not going to tell you what they are here, you need to find out. This is more of a tourist trip as if you were going there on vacation and tell me the things you will see. Use Google maps with Google earth similar to what you did with the very first Google earth assignment because you will have to find the highway that connects Delhi to Agra via Mathura. Then it is a different highway going from Agra to Jaipur and finally a third one going from Jaipur back to Delhi. Show photos along the way as well. Have fun.

Hints: 1) Major building in Agra you have heard of; something red in Delhi; downtown Jaipur looks like a bottle of Pepto Bismol, there is something made of mirrors right outside Jaipur; something related to the god Khrisna in Mathura. Locate all of these town on a map so you know which you would hit first, second, etc. This should help.

Major Hint: The remaining Google earth assignments starting with this one will be more elaborate then the previous ones. They will use much more exploring so plan accordingly.
9. **East Asia Google Earth**

For this Google earth assignment, I want you to use Google earth and nothing else. It is a trip around Beijing. First, type Beijing in the fly to command in the upper left hand corner. Once there, you will see the whole city. Zoom in to about 18,000 feet and you will see a square area that is the forbidden city. Zoom on that square until it takes up the entire page, about an elevation of 4000 feet. Ok, this is your starting point. Describe the 2 days trip here which includes telling me what you see around the forbidden city (including Hall of Supreme Harmony, Gate of Supreme Harmony, Meridian Gate, Gate of Divine Might, etc). Find a hotel to stay near here and find me some good restaurants. Just south of the forbidden city is Tiananmen Square. Click on the monument of the Peoples Heroes and tell me what this is about. To the southeast is the Temple Heaven (about 5-6 blocks). What is this about? Finally, walk around the city and notice city life in this area. What things excited you about this trip, what things proved to be problems?

Write a 3-4 page paper that includes photos of your travels. Have fun

10. **Southeast Asia Google Earth**

Boat Trip! We are going to go down the Mekong River starting at Phnom Phen, Cambodia. Type Phnom Phen in the fly to in the upper left hand corner. Once there, zoom in to about 10,000 feet. To the right is the Mekong River, one of the biggest rivers in the world, and very wild and remote until a few decades ago. What we are going to do is go down river from Phnom Phen to the Pacific Ocean in Vietnam. Downstream is heading to the East (right on the screen, just scroll over). What I want you to do is describe the trip along the way all the way to the ocean. Continue to scroll over (from around 10,000 feet high) until you hit the ocean. The river breaks up into different tributaries toward the end and it does not matter which way you go, so don’t worry about getting lost, they all eventually lead to the ocean. Tell me what life is like along the villages and cities along the way. In 3-4 pages including photographs, describe life along the Mekong. Do not use any other sources except for Google earth here. Start with describing Phnom Phen and then go from there. Have fun

11. **Outback Google Earth**

Road trip! One heck of a long road trip across the outback!. Use only Google earth for this assignment. There is a regular part of the assignment and a 10 point extra credit part.

You must use Google earth totally for this assignment and it is very easy to get lost so follow the directions carefully. First, type Port August West in the fly to section in Google earth. You are starting at a southern town in South Australia and are about to take one long road trip on the Stuart Highway. Do the following:
1) Scroll in to about 8800 feet. Just NW of the town center, you will see a photo that says Start point of the Eyre Highway. The Eyre Highway goes to the east and the Stuart Highway goes NW. On the northwest of where you saw the previous photograph, you will see a photo that says Alice Springs is about 1222 KM away. Click on it. You are about to take that road all the way to Alice Springs and beyond. Go to the Northwest and you will see a photograph titled Arid lands, Port Augusta, take that road. You may want to have Google Maps open at the same time to do that trip.

2) Now scroll up to about 15,000 feet and follow the highway. You can scroll down further than that, but then it will take you a lot longer to do the assignment. You will find photos of Ned Kelly Folk Sculpture. Ok, now the hard part, follow the highway at around 15,000 feet describing things along the way. Just keep scrolling along the highway, there will be photos reminding you that you are still on the Stuart Highway.

3) You will pass through the following, Flinders Range, Lake Windabout, Pimba, Woomera, Lake Hart, Glendambo, Coober Pedy, Cadney, Maria, Eridunda, Alice Springs. Alice Springs will be the end of this trip although you can continue on this highway all the way to Darwin which is about the same distance you have travelled already. If you ever get lost on the highway, type any of the above towns and you will be taken there.

4) Write a 3-4 page paper of your trip answering the following a) what do you see, click on all photos along the way; b) where do you spend the night (not necessarily a hotel is best idea); c) take a side trip at Eridunda to Ayers rock, about a couple hundred miles away and describe this; d) what is a road train and why is it needed; describe Alice Springs, your final destination.

EXTRA CREDIT PART

1) For 10 extra credit points, take the Stuart Highway the rest of the way. You will pass by the Tropic of Capricorn, plus other places (I won’t give you hints here like I did above). I will not tell you where it ends but I will tell you it is coastal. Give a description (like you did above) with photos the rest of the way. If you did the whole trip here, that is one heck of a road trip.

Finally, everyone should answer this part whether you did the extra credit or not: Would you like this type of trip? Why or why not? Have fun
OTHER ASSIGNMENTS.

1. **Appalachia Paper**

   One of the most misunderstood cultures in the United States is that one from Appalachia. Most people in the US (especially California) have no idea what are some of the issues that exist out in this part of the United States nor what is important to these people. We will try and remedy part of this situation with this assignment.

   There are two items I need to you study.

   1) Read the following set of articles.

   a) Identity of a Mountain Family found at


   b) Stereotypes of Appalachia found at


   c) and finally watch the ENTIRE video Children of the Mountains found at:

      [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVkCDZ4RULg](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVkCDZ4RULg)

      If you have a hard time getting the video just go to youtube and type Children of the Mountains. It is the first one there 40 minutes long and narrated by Diane Sawyer

2. **North Korea**

   In a 2-3 page paper, I want you to give a summary of the current situation in North Korea politically especially in its relationship with South Korea, Japan and the United States. How has Trump either diffused or intensified the situation. What do you think is going to be the ultimate outcome of the current situation? You will need to use the internet to help research this topic and don’t forget to include a bibliography with your discussion.

3. **Critical Thinking Assignments.**

   There are critical thinking questions at the end of each chapter. All of the questions are to be answered for each chapter and submitted by the deadline listed on the syllabus. Each one of these assignments is worth 10 points.
4. **Discussion Board Assignments**

There are two discussion board assignments during the semester. Each of them will take place for an entire week. For each of these, it is your job to join the discussion and contribute during that week. The more you contribute (amount as well as substance – you will need to research information at times and other times give opinions) the better your grade is going to be. Each discussion board is worth 20 points. The discussion board items and the dates are found under the course schedule.